We make time
for Accountancy businesses.
Imagine an employee who works 24 hours a day, 7 days as week and 365 day per
year. Who never takes holidays or gets sick. And who never makes a mistake.
At FD Intelligence we make time for various accountancy clients by automating
routine & repeatable business processes, usually undertaken by members of staff.

Impact we have had on our clients:
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out of
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96

hrs/wk

staff members freed-up from
doing Bank Reconcilliations.

3

we've already delivered
automations across IRIS Payroll,
Sage Pay & Paycircle

1

no longer required in a VAT team,
plus no on-going need for extra
staff at peak periods.

Payroll
Platforms

Now focusing on more valuable work.

saved by automating Supplier
Statement reconcilliation.

FTE

Two staff now re-deployed.

Why Accountancy & automation?
The accounting sector is ripe for
automation because:

A huge amount of repetitive
processes.
A need for exact accuracy.
Capacity issues for many firms.
Happier employees lead to
reduced staff churn.

What we promise:
Time-saving & greater capacity.
Better staff & client retention.
Increased profitability.
To find out more visit:
www.fdintelligence.co.uk,
or watch our automations in action by
scanning this QR code:

At FD Intelligence, we have already successfully
automated:
Bank and Supplier Statement reconciliation.
Payroll, inc. on-boarding, reporting plus BACS &
pension integration.
Client onboarding, including AML checks & Letters
of Engagement.
Tax & VAT compliance, inc. submission to HMRC.
Insolvency processes & procedures.
Billing & invoice processing.
Financial reporting, often building upon internal
accounting software.

“Within the space of just one month, the benefits of
working with FD Intelligence have been noticeable.
Mundane and time-consuming monthly Payroll report
filing is now automated, freeing up the team to focus
on other tasks. In one location alone, we have
already seen time savings. Several of the team
commented on the difference it made during our
busy period."

Will Hanbury, Audit & Payroll Partner.

